TOKYO G-LINE
Green Loop in the middle of Tokyo？
What impact on peoples lifestyle would a
14.8 km long green loop in the middle of
Tokyo have? It is accessible at many points,
where kids are running around and adults
are relaxing and communing with nature.
No cars, nicely designed landscape creating
comfortable shades with generous tree
canopies that make seniors and the young
enjoy taking a walk. There are right amount
of restaurants and cafes, where people can
have a coffee and read a book. Some people
enjoy painting. While taking her dog out, she
met her friend and decided to have a late
brunch. People just realized how comfortable
the environment without car is.

TOKYO G-LINE IDEA COMPETITION
The highway loop (C1) got 3.2 billion dollars budget to be partially buried underground
where it is covering the historical bridge, “Nihonbashi”. However, is it really the right
decision to spend that much money for this project? It is very possible that we are
putting a huge amount of money to something that could be obsolete as soon as it got
built in 20 years.
On top of the fact that existing infrastructure with 3 new highway loops, C2 completed,
and C3, C4 are getting close to be completed, the rapid development of the advanced
technologies will reduce the amount of cars and traffic jam which could diminish the
demand for C1.
If you got a chance to use the highway loop, C1 however you want, what would you do?
A full marathon race with 3 round trip? Do you want to put a water slider? Organizing
Tokyo Survival Game? 47 prefecture festival competition? Haunted tunnel?
Please feel free to propose whatever, either from urban/architectural point of view or
personal enjoyment point of view.

Phase １
For as much people as possible to
participate, we call for ideas on SNS,
through Twitter or Instagram. The
format can be text, images, or videos,
whatever you want. All the ideas
got submitted will be gathered and
published with your name/user-name
on the website, magazine or medias.
Please feel free to join! We look forward
to seeing your ideas!
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Twitter： Post with #TOKYOGLINE
Instagram：Post with #TOKYOGLINE
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Application Period：
Jun 24th to July 31st

Phase ２
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After Phase 1, we will put together a
RFP, for design and content ideas. It
will be judged by jury to be selected
and the winner will get a chance to
implement it as a social experiment.
More details to follow.
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TOKYO G-LINE IDEA COMPETITION
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http://www.inspiringdots.com
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https://inspiring-dots.hatenablog.com/entry/2018/07/31/144212
https://inspiring-dots.hatenablog.com/entry/2018/08/05/065530
https://inspiring-dots.hatenablog.com/entry/2018/08/14/123452
https://inspiring-dots.hatenablog.com/entry/2018/09/05/152207
https://inspiring-dots.hatenablog.com/entry/2018/09/18/152519
https://inspiring-dots.hatenablog.com/entry/2018/12/24/004926
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https://twitter.com/inspiring_dots
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https://www.instagram.com/inspiring_dots/
inspiring dots inc.

